
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Cambridge Jockey Club Date: Saturday 26 April 2014 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Dead(6), upgraded to Dead(5) after R4 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), M Williamson, S Renault, B Jones 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: ALTER EGO, WHOSYOURMASTER, POPEYE BRAGGINS, CHAMBORD, SHEZHARDTOCATCH, RUUD 

AWAKENING, SHANDREAM, DELAGO’S SECRET, LAUREN TATE, GWYNETHANNE, LETMEBY 
All runners in races 5 and 8 were pre-race blood tested. 

Suspensions: Race  1 S Spratt ZUCCATO 
Careless riding concluding stages[Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 29/4–10/5 incl (6 days) 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Race  4 K Leung HOT IN PINK 
Shifting ground after start [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Nil    

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race  4 EVEREADY – D Johnson for M Sweeney 

Late Scratchings: Race  7 RUNNING SCARED at 12.42 pm – injured en route to races 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 CAMBRIDGE EQUINE HOSPITAL PREMIER 

THUNDER LADY (K Myers), TURN ME LOOSE (R Hutchings) and METTLESOME (D Johnson) were all a shade slow to begin. 
ATUA (M Cameron) raced ungenerously when being restrained for a distance passing the 1000 metres. 
TURN ME LOOSE which raced three wide without cover hung outwards rounding the final turn. 
INDIAN GIVA (M Du Plessis) over-raced when being restrained going into the bend near the 800 metres. 
Approaching the 600 metres APPELLATION (V Colgan) had to be steadied and raced ungenerously for a short distance 
when becoming awkwardly placed on heels. 
INDIAN GIVA raced greenly when being steadied to shift outwards across the heels of STRALIS (C Grylls) near the 500 
metres. 
ATUA made contact with APPELLATION when shifting out to obtain clear running passing the 300 metres with those two 
runners then coming together on a number of occasions. 
ZUCCATO (S Spratt) shifted outwards under pressure over the final 100 metres shifting into the line of ATUA which when 
crowded blundered approximately 20 metres from the finish.  Also hampered was APPELLATION.  S Spratt admitted a 
resultant breach of careless riding and was suspended by the Judicial Committee from the conclusion of racing on Monday 
28 April up to and including racing on Saturday 10 May, 6 riding days. 

Race 2 MITAVITE PREMIER 

WHOSYOURMASTER (R Hutchings) was slow to begin before being further inconvenienced by THE FILLY (J Wong) which 
had shifted inwards abruptly jumping away. 
GINJA NINJA (K Myers) and CIVICS ROCK (O Bosson) were crowded between DEMOPHON (L Innes) and MAGIC BELLE (N 
Harris) which both shifted ground leaving the barriers. 
GOLDMINER (M Cameron) raced keenly in the early to middle stages. 
BELLAPIN (A Jones) raced three wide without cover throughout. 



 

 

Race 3 HARNESS JEWELS @ CAMBRIDGE MAY 31ST PREMIER 

DORIAN GREY (M Coleman) was slow to begin. 
POPEYE BRAGGINS (N Harris) and HEART OF DARKNESS (D Johnson) both began awkwardly. 
RUREADY (R Hutchings), KING ZEUS (O Bosson) and OPEN ‘N’ SHUT (M Hills) all came together leaving the barriers.   
Approaching the 1100 metres NIPPIN (D Bradley) became awkwardly placed on the heels of ELUSIVE GOLD (M Cameron) 
which was being steadied with NIPPIN having to be restrained losing ground.  NIPPIN then over-raced for a distance. 
KING ZEUS raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race.   
PINZAARA (S Spratt) was held up until near the 250 metres. 
SPEECH CRAFT (M Du Plessis) was unable to obtain clear running in the final straight. 
BIDDABLE (S Collett) had difficulty obtaining clear running until near the 250 metres. 
Passing the 100 metres DORIAN GREY shifted to the outside of OPEN ‘N’ SHUT to obtain clear running simultaneously as 
SPEECH CRAFT shifted to the inside of PINZAARA.  OPEN ‘N’ SHUT then shifted out slightly under pressure with DORIAN 
GREY shifting away from that runner crowding SPEECH CRAFT on to the heels of PINZAARA which had shifted in marginally 
with SPEECH CRAFT being checked.   

Race 4 WILLIAM INGLIS & SON PREMIER 

Due to a misunderstanding M Sweeney was late arriving on course being replaced on EVEREADY by D Johnson.   
CHARLESTOWN (K Myers) began awkwardly. 
HOT IN PINK (K Leung) and COPACABANA (C Grylls) came together leaving the barriers.  HOT IN PINK then shifted inwards 
crowding FASTFOOT (J Wong) which had to be steadied.  K Leung was issued with a warning.   
MAGIC SHAFT (O Bosson) and RED DIRT GIRL (M Du Plessis) came together leaving the barriers with MAGIC SHIFT then 
shifting outwards slightly when being corrected by its rider with VINCENT STREET (M Ulucinar) then shifting outwards away 
from that runner into the line of GALAXY ROAD (S Collett) which clipped a heel and blundered losing ground. 
RED DIRT GIRL (M Du Plessis) raced fiercely in the early and middle stages. 
Approaching the 900 metres BIGGIN HILL (V Colgan) had to be steadied off the heels of COPACABANA (C Grylls) which 
shifted out slightly when being steadied.  COPACABANA then raced ungenerously for a distance.   
REBOUND (R Hutchings) raced three wide without cover. 
EVEREADY (D Johnson) raced wide for the majority of the race. 
VINCENT STREET had some difficulty obtaining clear running early in the final straight.  
Passing the 350 metres BIGGIN HILL was crowded between REBOUND which lay in when placed under pressure and 
CHAMBORD (M Cameron) which shifted out to obtain clear running.  Rider M Cameron was advised to exercise greater 
care in similar circumstances.   
CHARLESTOWN (K Myers) was held up early in the final straight and then was briefly crowded passing the 250 metres.   
When questioned regarding the performance of RED DIRT GIRL rider M Du Plessis advised that the mare had a tendency to 
over-race in the early and middle stages and this had been detrimental to the mare’s chances.   
BIGGIN HILL lost the right front plate during the running. 

Race 5 CAMBRIDGE JOCKEY CLUB BREEDERS STAKES 

TAINUI (N Harris) began awkwardly losing ground. 
SUPERCEDE (D Bradley) was crowded leaving the barriers when THE BOLD ONE (J Riddell) lay in. 
Passing the 1000 metres FRAAJILISTIC (D Johnson) commenced to over-race badly when the pace steadied becoming 
awkwardly placed on the heels of SILVER ECLIPSE (L Innes) having to shift inwards to avoid that runner’s heels and in doing 
so crowding GIRL OF MY DREAMS (S Collett) which was checked losing ground.  Hampered as a result was SUPERCEDE 
which had to steady and shift outwards inconveniencing ANGELICA HALL (M Cameron) which then made the 800 metre 
turn awkwardly. 
THE BOLD ONE (J Riddell) and TAINUI raced wide without cover. 
SIMBAAH dislodged rider S Spratt after the race.  Ms Spratt was uninjured advising that the gelding appeared to have 
suffered an injury when being pulled up.  SIMBAAH was attended to by the veterinarian and transported to a nearby 
veterinary clinic for further evaluation of a sesamoid injury to the right foreleg.   

Race 6 PRESLAND TOCKER INSURANCE PREMIER 

INDIKATOR (B R Jones) and JERRICO (D Bradley) were slow to begin. 
JERRICO raced fiercely in the early to middle stages. 
WORTHING (K Myers) raced three wide without cover. 
KELLY O’REILLY (S Spratt) had to be steadied when improving onto the heels of SHANDREAM (V Colgan) near the 900 
metres. 
WORTHING lay in under pressure passing the 250 metres.  When being corrected by its rider WORTHING became 
awkwardly placed on the heels of KELLY O’REILLY which shifted in under pressure resulting in WORTHING having to check 
passing the 200 metres.  S Spratt was advised to exercise more care. 
SECRET’S ONLY (M Sweeney) had to be steadied to avoid the heels of SHANDREAM just short of the finish.   

Race 7 THE CLUBHOUSE SPORTS BAR PREMIER 

RUNNING SCARED was a late scratching at 12.42 pm after being injured en route to the races.   



 

 

FIVEUNDRED (P Turner) began awkwardly losing ground. 
EKRAARSTATIC (D Johnson) began awkwardly making contact with EIGHTMATES (C Grylls). 
Passing the 1800 metres JUSTNAMETHEPRICE (M Du Plessis) and EIGHTMATES commenced to race ungenerously when 
being steadied when placed in restricted room to the inside of PARDON MOI (K Myers).  As a result EIGHTMATES shifted in 
slightly dictating EKRAARSTATIC inwards crowding ORION (R Hutchings) which was steadied.  K Myers was advised to 
exercise care. 
EIGHTMATES raced ungenerously passing the 1600 metres when being steadied off the heels of FULL COUNT (M Hills). 
Passing the 900 metres QUINTASTICS (M Coleman) became awkwardly placed on the heels of EIGHTMATES and shifted 
outwards when being steadied.   
DELAGO’S SECRET (V Colgan) lay in early in the final straight having to be corrected by its rider near the 300 metres. 
JUSTNAMETHEPRICE lay in making contact with the running rail near the 300 metres.   

Race 8 TRAVIS STAKES 

WAIKAHA (R Hutchings) shifted outwards abruptly leaving the barriers. 
GURU GIRL (V Colgan) and LAUREN TATE (M Coleman) came together leaving the barriers. 
ATACAMA (M Du Plessis) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
GURU GIRL raced three wide without cover until improving forward to sit outside the leader passing the 1300 metres. 
ZURELLA (J Riddell) raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
Passing the 800 metres THE LAST SHOWER (S Spratt) raced ungenerously when being steadied. 
ETOILE FILANTE (D Johnson) was badly held up entering the final straight then unable to obtain clear running until near the 
100 metres. 
ABIDEWITHME (M Cameron) was held up rounding the final turn and in the straight until approaching the 100 metres.   
ATACAMA was held up early in the final straight. 
SKYSOBLUE (M Sweeney) shifted outwards under pressure over the final 250 metres. 
WAIKAHA was held up passing the 200 metres.   
GURU GIRL was eased down over the concluding stages with rider V Colgan advising that the mare had felt indifferent in its 
action.  A post-race veterinary examination did not reveal any abnormality. 
ZONZA, which raced disappointingly, underwent a post-race veterinary examination including an endoscopic examination 
with no abnormalities detected. 

Race 9 MANELINE CAMBRIDGE PREMIER 

LONELY BOY (D Johnson) became fractious in its barrier striking the front of its stall.  LONELY BOY was removed to undergo 
a veterinary examination being passed fit to race. 
MAPMAKER (B R Jones) shifted outwards abruptly leaving the barriers crowding LETMEBY (M Coleman) on to BACHELOR’S 
DREAM (S Spratt), both of which lost ground.  Contributing was inward movement from LONELY BOY. 
KILLARNEY KID (V Colgan) shifted outwards leaving the barriers inconveniencing DELICIANO (D Bradley) which was 
steadied. 
CAJUN (C Grylls) raced ungenerously when being steadied off the heels of KILLARNEY KID for a distance passing the 2000 
metres.  CAJUN was further inconvenienced when placed in restricted room to the inside of LONELY BOY which was taken 
in slightly by MAPMAKER.  B R Jones was advised to exercise care.  CAJUN continued to race ungenerously when being 
restrained.   
MAPMAKER raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
LONELY BOY became awkwardly placed on the heels of CAJUN rounding the final turn near the 400 metres.   
BLOSSOM QUEEN (L Innes) was held up early in the final straight. 

 


